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Information 

 

Release Title: Three Movie Package (United Kingdom) 

From:  

AKA: L4ayer Cak3 – Release original 1st October 2004 

Release date:  

Origin: UK 

Genre: Action, Crime, Drama Thriller 

Disc Nos. - 1 

Certification:    15 

Duration:  

Region Code: 

Region: 2 

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC: 

Languages: English, Romanian 

Filming Locations: Stoke Park House, Park Road, Stoke Poges,  

Buckinghamshire, England, UK (first meeting with Jimmy Price) 

 

   ISBN:505058258021 

                   

 

 

REF: 61 



Sound mix:  DTS, Dolby Digital, SDDS 

Colour:  PAL & Black and White 

Aspect Ratio: 2.39:1 

 

 

Storyline – L4yer Cak3 
A successful cocaine dealer gets two tough assignments from his boss on the eve of his planned early 

retirement. 

The protagonist XXXX (otherwise unnamed) is a London cocaine distributor who abhors violence and 

operates with the care and professionalism of a legitimate businessman. His chief associates are his 

enforcer and partner Morty, and Gene, an Irish gangster who serves as his liaison to mob boss Jimmy 

Price. Just as XXXX is ready to retire from criminal life, he is summoned to a lunch meeting with 

Jimmy, who gives him two tasks. 

 

The first is to track down Charlie, the drug-addicted runaway daughter of one of Price's associates. 

XXXX enlists the con men Cody and Tiptoes to find her; they learn that Charlie has apparently been 

kidnapped, but are unable to discover who abducted her. 

 

The second task is for XXXX to oversee the purchase of one million ecstasy tablets from the "Duke", 

a low-level criminal who recently returned to London from Amsterdam with his girlfriend Slasher and 

crew of thugs led by his right-hand man Gazza. Unbeknownst to XXXX, the Duke and his crew have 

stolen the pills from a gang of Serbian war criminals. He meets the Duke's feckless nephew, Sidney, 

and finds himself attracted to his girlfriend Tammy. XXXX tries to broker the sale of the pills to 

Liverpool gangsters Trevor and Shanks but they refuse, informing him of their origin and that the 

vengeful Serbians have sent the assassin Dragan to recover the pills and kill the thieves. As the Duke 

had mentioned his name to the Serbians, XXXX is also a target. 

 

XXXX arranges a tryst with Tammy but is kidnapped and brought to Eddie Temple, a wealthy crime 

lord. Eddie explains that Charlie is his daughter, whom he has recovered; Jimmy, having recently lost 

a fortune due to bad investments he blames on Eddie, wanted her as a hostage until Eddie recouped his 

losses. Eddie gives XXXX a recording, revealing that Jimmy has been working as an informant for 

Scotland Yard, planning to betray XXXX to the police once the pills were sold in exchange for 

immunity for his own crimes and XXXX's money. Eddie demands that XXXX sell him the pills 

instead. 

 

XXXX assassinates Jimmy at his home, but later finds that his accountant, an associate of Jimmy's, 

has vanished along with XXXX's money. Confronted by Gene and Morty, he shares the evidence of 

Jimmy's betrayal, and the pair acknowledge him as the new acting boss. Gene shows them the corpse 

of the Duke, who was killed by one of his men when Slasher threatened to go to the cops if Jimmy did 

not help them out of their situation. XXXX hires a hitman to ambush and kill Dragan, but he kills the 

hitman first and makes XXXX promise to recover the pills. 

 

Sidney brings XXXX to Duke's old hideout, and, as he tries to bargain with Gazza for the pills, the 

police arrive. XXXX and the Duke's gang barely escape the raid, while Dragan watches from afar as 

the pills are confiscated. However, it turns out that XXXX arranged for the raid, with Cody and 

Tiptoes posing as officers to secure the pills. XXXX delivers the Duke's severed head to Dragan as a 

peace offering; satisfied, Dragan reports to the Serbians that the police have seized the drugs. The 

Serbians accept the loss, which is revealed to be a small amount in comparison to their overall 

manufacturing capacity. 

 

When XXXX and his crew arrive at Eddie's warehouse to sell the pills as arranged, Eddie's henchmen 

relieve them of the drugs at gunpoint, and Eddie welcomes him to the "layer cake" of criminal 

hierarchy. Having anticipated this double-cross, XXXX arranges Trevor and Shanks to gun down 



Eddie's men in an armed robbery, take the drugs, and sell them so he can settle his accounts. The gang 

assembles for lunch at the Stoke Park Country Club, honouring their new boss; however, XXXX 

declines their offer of leadership and follows through on his initial plan to retire. With Tammy on his 

arm, he exits the club, but is shot by the jilted yet apologetic Sidney. He collapses, bleeding out on the 

steps. 

 

Cast - Main cast 

Daniel Craig as XXXX 

Colm Meaney as Gene 

Kenneth Cranham as Jimmy Price 

George Harris as Morty 

Jamie Foreman as the Duke 

Michael Gambon as Eddie Temple 

Marcel Iureș as Slavo 

Tom Hardy as Clarkie 

Tamer Hassan as Terry 

Ben Whishaw as Sidney 

Burn Gorman as Gazza 

Sally Hawkins as Slasher 

Sienna Miller as Tammy 

Dexter Fletcher as Cody 

Steve John Shepherd as Tiptoes 

Louis Emerick as Trevor 

Stephen Walters as Shanks 

Francis Magee as Paul the boatman 

Dragan Mićanović as Dragan 

Nathalie Lunghi as Charlie 

Jason Flemyng as Crazy Larry 

Matt Ryan as Junkie 2 

Ivan Kaye as Freddie Hurst 

 
Parents Guide 

Argentina:16  Australia:MA  Brazil:18  Canada:18A (Alberta/British Columbia/Ontario)  Canada:13+ (Quebec)  

Czechia:15  Finland:K-15  France:12  Germany:16  Iceland:16  India:UA (Delhi)  India:A (cut)  Ireland:18  Italy:T  

Japan:R-15  Malaysia:18PL (DVD)  Netherlands:16  New Zealand:R16  Norway:15 (2005, cinema rating)  Poland:16  

Portugal:M/16  Russia:16+  Singapore:M18  South Africa:16 (self-applied)  South Korea:18  Spain:18  Sweden:15  

Taiwan:18+ (self-applied)  Turkey:15+ (DVD rating)  United Kingdom:15  United States:TV-MA (cable rating)  United 

States:R (certificate #40603)  United Arab Emirates:18+ 

Sex & Nudity 

Moderate 

Violence & Gore 

Severe 

Profanity 

Severity 

Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking 

Severe 

Fighting & Intense Scenes 

Moderate 

MPAA Rated R for strong brutal violence, sexuality, nudity, pervasive language and drug use 
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Information 
 

Release Title: Three Movie Package (United Kingdom) 

From:  

Release date: Snatch – Release original 1st September 2000 UK 

Origin: UK 

Genre: Comedy, Crime,  

Disc Nos. - 1 

Certification:    18 

Duration:  

Region Code: 

Region: 2 

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC: 

Languages: English, Russian 

Filming Locations: Hatton Garden, Clerkenwell, London, England, UK(as Ye Olde Mitre Tavern/Doug's 

diamond store).  
 

 

 

Storyline: 
After stealing an 86-carat (17.2 g) diamond while dressed as an ultra-Orthodox Jew during a heist in 

Antwerp, Franky "Four-Fingers" goes to London to see diamond dealer Doug "The Head" on behalf of 

New York jeweller and Jewish-American organized crime figure "Cousin Avi". One of the other 

robbers advises Franky to obtain a gun from his brother, arms dealer and ex-KGB agent Boris "The 

Blade", then later calls Boris and encourages him to steal the diamond from Franky before he can turn 

it over to Doug. 

 

Meanwhile, Cockney boxing promoter and slot machine shop owner Turkish is persuaded by crime 

boss "Brick Top" to put his boxer "Gorgeous George" in a match against one of Brick Top's boxers. 

However, when Turkish sends his partner Tommy and Gorgeous George to purchase a caravan from a 

 

 



clan of Irish Travellers, George gets challenged to a fistfight against Traveller bare-knuckle boxing 

champion Mickey O'Neil, who beats up and severely injures George. Turkish persuades Mickey to 

replace George in his upcoming match by agreeing to purchase a new caravan for Mickey's mother. 

Brick Top grudgingly agrees, but only on the condition that Mickey will throw the fight in the fourth 

round. 

 

Boris gives Franky a revolver in exchange for a favour: Franky is to place a bet on Boris' behalf at 

Brick Top's bookies. Avi, knowing Franky has gambling addiction, flies to London with his 

bodyguard "Rosebud" to pick up the diamond personally. Boris hires Vinny and Sol, two pawnbrokers 

and small-time crooks, to rob Franky while he is at the bookies. The robbery goes awry when they 

crash their car into Franky's van while trying to park, trapping Franky inside. Sol, Vinny, and their 

getaway driver Tyrone are caught on camera and find no money at the bookies due to the bets being 

cancelled since Gorgeous George had to drop out, but manage to kidnap Franky in their escape. At 

their pawn shop, Sol and Vinny hold Franky captive with a sack over his head. Upon Boris' arrival, 

Sol and Vinny demand he gives them half of the cash when he sells the diamond, during which Vinny 

utters Boris' name. Realizing that his identity and betrayal has been exposed to Franky, Boris kills 

Franky by shooting him in the head, and leaves with the diamond. 

 

Instead of throwing the fight, Mickey accidentally knocks his opponent out with a single punch due to 

his overwhelming power. Infuriated, Brick Top robs Turkish of his life savings and demands that 

Mickey fight again, and lose since the majority of the gamblers will now bet on him. Mickey refuses 

to fight again unless Turkish buys an even better caravan for his mother, but Turkish has no money left 

since Brick Top stole his savings. Furious, Brick Top has his men vandalize Turkish's gambling arcade 

and burn down Mickey's mother's caravan while she is asleep inside. Brick Top and his men then track 

down Tyrone, Sol, and Vinny to kill them for robbing his bookies. Sol bargains for their lives by 

offering Brick Top the stolen diamond, and is given 48 hours to retrieve it. 

 

Avi and Doug hire "Bullet-Tooth" Tony to help them find Franky. When the trail leads to Boris, they 

kidnap him and retrieve the diamond, while being closely pursued by Sol, Vinny, and Tyrone. Turkish 

and Tommy, who are on their way to purchase a gun from Boris, are driving on the same stretch of 

road at the time. When Tommy throws Turkish's carton of milk out of their car window, it splashes 

over Tony's windscreen, causing him to crash which accidentally kills Rosebud in the process. Boris 

escapes from the wreck only to be hit by Tyrone's car. Tony and Avi are confronted by Sol, Vinny, 

and Tyrone at a pub where Tony realizes that the trio's pistols are replicas, which he contrasts with his 

real handgun, intimidating them into leaving. The wounded Boris arrives with an assault rifle and a 

grenade launcher looking for the diamond, but is shot and killed by Tony, who wounds Tyrone at the 

same time. Sol and Vinny leave a wounded Tyrone and escape with the diamond, which Vinny hides 

in his pants. When Tony catches up to them, they tell him that the diamond is back at their pawn shop. 

Once there, Vinny pretends to have misplaced the diamond, then accuses his dog, which he got earlier 

from the Irish Traveller clan, of eating it. When Avi tells Tony to kill the dog, Vinny gives in and 

produces the diamond from his pants, but the dog snatches the diamond away and runs off, 

presumably back to the Irish Travellers' campsite. Avi wildly fires at the fleeing dog, accidentally 

killing Tony. He gives up and returns to New York City. 

 

Mickey agrees to fight to avoid more carnage, but gets so drunk after his mother's wake that Turkish 

fears he will not make it to the fourth round. If he fails to go down in the fourth round as agreed, Brick 

Top vows that his men will murder Turkish, Tommy, Mickey, and his entire clan of Travellers. 

 

At the fight, Mickey makes it to the fourth round as per Brick Top's plan, and gets knocked down by 

his opponent. But at the last moment, Mickey recovers and knocks out his opponent with one punch, 

much to the chagrin of Turkish, Tommy and Brick Top. Outside the arena, as Tommy, Turkish, and 

Mickey try to run for their lives, Brick Top and his men are ambushed and killed by the Travellers. It 



is revealed that this has all been planned out by Mickey to avenge his mother. In fact, Mickey 

purposely did not go down during the fight as he had secretly bet on himself to win. 

 

The next morning, Turkish and Tommy find the Travellers' campsite deserted as Mickey and "the 

pikeys" have escaped with their winnings. When confronted by the police, they cannot explain why 

they are there, until Vinny's dog suddenly appears and they claim to be walking it. On their way back, 

they cross paths with Sol and Vinny, who are discovered and being put under arrest by the police for 

hiding Franky and Tony's bodies in the boot of their car. Sol and Vinny watch in defeat as Turkish and 

Tommy drive away with the dog (and the diamond). 

 

Turkish and Tommy take the dog to a veterinarian to extract a squeaky toy that it had swallowed, and 

consequently discover the diamond in its stomach. They consult Doug about selling the diamond and 

he calls Avi, who returns to London to purchase it. 

 

 

Cast 
Jason Statham as Turkish 

Stephen Graham as Tommy 

Dennis Farina as Abraham "Cousin Avi" Denovitz 

Brad Pitt as Mickey O’Neil 

Alan Ford as "Brick Top" Pulford 

Robbie Gee as "Vinny" Vincent 

Lennie James as "Sol" Solomon 

Benicio del Toro as Franky Four-Fingers 

Ade as Tyrone, the 'Getaway Driver' 

Rade Šerbedžija as Boris "The Blade" Yurinov 

Vinnie Jones as Bullet Tooth Tony 

Adam Fogerty as Gorgeous George 

Mike Reid as Douglas "Doug The Head" Denovitz 

Nicola and Teena Collins as Alex and Susi 

Sorcha Cusack as Mrs O'Neil 

Jason Flemyng as Darren 

Goldie as Bad Boy Lincoln 

Velibor Topić as The Russian 

Sam Douglas as Rosebud 

Ewen Bremner as Mullet 

Andy Beckwith as Errol 

Dave Legeno as John 

William Beck as Neil 

 

Parent Guidance Certification: 

 
Argentina:16  Argentina:18 (cable rating)  Australia:MA  Brazil:16  Canada:18A (Alberta/British Columbia)  Canada:R 

(Manitoba)  Canada:18 (Nova Scotia)  Canada:AA (Ontario)  Canada:16+ (original rating, Québec)  Canada:18A 

(Saskatchewan)  Canada:13+ (2017, re-rating, Québec)  Chile:14  Denmark:15  Ecuador:15 (self-applied)  Egypt:R (self-

applied)  Finland:K-15/13  Finland:K-16/13  Finland:K-16 (original rating)  France:Tous publics  Germany:16  Greece:K-

17  Hong Kong:IIB  Hungary:16  Iceland:16  India:UA (U/A15)  Indonesia:17+ (self-applied)  Ireland:18  Israel:18 (self-

applied)  Italy:T  Italy:VM14 (DVD rating)  Japan:PG-12  Mexico:B  Netherlands:16  New Zealand:R18  Norway:15  

Peru:18  Philippines:R-18  Poland:16 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/16  Russia:16+  Singapore:PG (censored version)  

Singapore:M18 (uncut)  South Africa:16  South Korea:18  Spain:18  Sweden:15  Switzerland:16 (canton of Geneva)  

Switzerland:16 (canton of Vaud)  Taiwan:12+  Thailand:u 18+ (self-applied)  Turkey:18+ (DVD rating)  United 

Kingdom:18 (original rating)  United Kingdom:15 (2021, re-rating)  United States:R (certificate #37533)  Ukraine:16  

United Arab Emirates:18+ (self-applied) 

Sex & Nudity 

Mild 



Violence & Gore 

Moderate 

Profanity 

Severity 

Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking 

Mild 

Fighting & Intense Scenes 

Mild 

  

MPAA Rated R for strong violence, language and some nudity 
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Title:  Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels 
 

 Alternative Sleeve Cover 
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Information 
 

Release Title: Three Movie Package (United Kingdom) 

From:  

Release date: Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels 

                             – Release original 28th August 1998 UK 

Origin: UK 

             USA Release: 23rd February 1999 

Genre: Action, Comedy, Crime,  

Disc Nos. - 1 

Certification:    18 

Duration: 1h 47m 

Region Code: 

Region: 2 

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC: 

Languages: English, Russian 

Filming Locations: St John Street, London, Greater London, England, UK 

(JD's bar) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Storyline 
 

In London, long-time friends and small-time criminals Eddie, Tom, Soap, and Bacon put together 

£100,000 so that Eddie, a genius card sharp, can buy into one of "Hatchet" Harry Lonsdale's high-

stakes three-card brag games. The game is rigged and the friends end up owing Harry £500,000. Harry 

then sends his debt collector Big Chris to ensure that the quartet pay the debt within a week. 

 

Also interested in a pair of expensive antique Holland & Holland shotguns up for auction, Harry gets 

his enforcer Barry "the Baptist" to hire two thieves, Gary and Dean, to steal them from a bankrupt 

lord. The two turn out to be highly incompetent and unwittingly sell the shotguns to Nick "the Greek", 

a local fence. Barry threatens the two into getting the guns back. Eddie returns home one day and 

overhears his neighbours—a gang of robbers led by a brutal man called "Dog"—planning a heist on 

some cannabis growers loaded with cash and drugs. Eddie relays this information to the group, 

intending for them to rob the neighbours as they return from their heist. Preparing for the robbery, 

Tom visits Nick the Greek to buy weapons and ends up buying the two antique shotguns. 

 

The neighbours' heist gets underway and despite a gang member being killed by his own Bren gun and 

an incriminating encounter with a traffic warden, they succeed, returning home with a duffel bag full 

of money and a van loaded with bags of cannabis. Eddie and his friends ambush them as planned and 

drive away in the neighbours' van containing the cannabis and the traffic warden. They transfer the 

loot to their own van and return home, knocking out the traffic warden and dumping him by the road, 

then have Nick fence the drugs to violent gangster Rory Breaker. Rory agrees to buy the cannabis at 

half price but two of Rory's men visit the house of the cannabis-growers, discover they've been robbed 

and the cannabis he just bought had been stolen from his own growers. Rory threatens Nick into 

giving him Eddie's address and tasks one of the growers, Winston, to identify the robbers. 

 

Eddie and his friends celebrate at his father JD's bar. Dog's crew accidentally learns that their 

neighbours robbed them and set up an ambush in Eddie's flat. Rory and his gang arrive instead and in 

an ensuing shoot-out, all except Dog and Winston are killed. Winston leaves with the drugs, while 

Dog leaves with the two shotguns and the money but Big Chris incapacitates him and takes 

everything. Gary and Dean, having learned who bought the shotguns, follow Chris to Harry's place, 

unaware of the latter pair's relationship. 

 

Chris delivers the money and guns to Harry but upon returning to his car he finds Dog holding his son 

Little Chris at knifepoint, demanding the money be returned to him. Chris complies and starts the car. 

Gary and Dean burst into Harry's office, and the ensuing confrontation results in their deaths along 

with Harry's and Barry's. Returning to see the carnage at their flat and their loot missing, Eddie and his 

friends head to Harry's but upon discovering Harry's corpse, they decide to take the money for 

themselves. Before they are able to leave, Chris crashes into their car to disable Dog and then 

bludgeons him to death with his car door. He then takes the debt money back from the unconscious 

friends but allows Tom to leave with the antique shotguns after a brief stand-off in Harry's office. 

 

The friends are arrested but soon acquitted after the traffic warden identifies Dog and his crew as the 

culprits. Back at the bar, they dispatch Tom to dispose of the antique shotguns—the only remaining 

evidence linking them to the case. Chris then arrives to give back the duffel bag, from which he has 

taken all the money for himself and his son and which now contains a catalogue of antique weapons. 

Leafing through the catalogue, the friends learn that the shotguns are actually quite valuable (worth 

£250,000 to £300,000) and quickly call Tom to stop him from disposing of the guns. The film ends 

with Tom leaning over a bridge, with his mobile phone in his mouth and ringing, as he prepares to 

drop the shotguns into the River Thames. 

 



Cast 

Nick Moran as Eddie 

Jason Flemyng as Tom 

Dexter Fletcher as Soap 

Jason Statham as Bacon 

Steven Mackintosh as Winston 

Vinnie Jones as Big Chris 

Nicholas Rowe as J 

Lenny McLean as Barry "the Baptist" 

P. H. Moriarty as "Hatchet" Harry Lonsdale 

Frank Harper as Dog 

Sting as JD 

Huggy Leaver as Paul 

Stephen Marcus as Nick "the Greek" 

Vas Blackwood as Rory Breaker 

Vera Day as Tanya 

Alan Ford as Alan 

Danny John-Jules as Barfly Jack 

Victor McGuire as Gary 

Rob Brydon as the traffic warden 

Steve Collins as boxing gym bouncer 

 

Soundtrack 

The soundtrack to the film was released in 1998 in the United Kingdom by Island Records. Madonna's 

Maverick Records label released the soundtrack in the United States in 1999 but omitted nine tracks 

from the UK release. 

 

"When I Fall Asleep" by Amir Fox 

"It's a Deal, It's a Steal" by Tom, Nick & Ed* 

"The Boss" by James Brown 

"Truly, Madly, Deeply" by Skanga* 

"Hortifuckinculturist" – Winston 

"Police and Thieves" by Junior Murvin 

"18 With a Bullet" by Lewis Taylor & Carleen Anderson* 

"Spooky" by Dusty Springfield 

"The Game" by John Murphy & David A. Hughes* 

"Muppets" by Harry, Barry & Gary 

"Man Machine" by Robbie Williams* 

"Walk This Land" by E-Z Rollers 

"Blaspheming Barry" by Barry 

"I Wanna Be Your Dog" by The Stooges 

"It's Kosher" by Tom & Nick 

"Liar, Liar" by The Castaways* 

"I've Been Shot" by Plank & Dog 

"Why Did You Do It" by Stretch 

"Guns 4 show, knives for a pro" by Ed & Soap 

"Oh Girl" by Evil Superstars 

"If the Milk Turns Sour" by John Murphy & David A. Hughes (with Rory)* 

"Zorba the Greek" by John Murphy & David A. Hughes 

"I'll Kill Ya" by John Murphy & David A. Hughes (with Rory)* 

"The Payback" by James Brown 

"Fool's Gold" by The Stone Roses* 

"It's Been Emotional" by Big Chris 



"18 With a Bullet" by Pete Wingfield 

 

Parent Guidance Certification: 

 
Argentina:16  Australia:MA  Brazil:18  Canada:18A (Alberta/British Columbia)  Canada:14A (Manitoba)  Canada:18 

(Nova Scotia)  Canada:R (Ontario)  Canada:16+ (original rating, Québec)  Canada:13+ (2013, re-rating, Québec)  

Denmark:15  Egypt:Not Rated (DVD rating)  Finland:K-16  France:Tous publics  Germany:16 (bw)  Hong Kong:IIB  

Hungary:16  Iceland:16  India:A  Ireland:18  Israel:16 (self-applied)  Italy:T  Japan:PG-12  Mexico:C (TV rating)  

Netherlands:16  New Zealand:R18  Norway:15  Peru:14  Philippines:R-18  Poland:12  Portugal:M/16  Russia:18+  

Singapore:R(A)  Singapore:M18 (DVD rating)  South Korea:18  Spain:18  Sweden:15  Switzerland:16 (canton of Geneva)  

Switzerland:16 (canton of Vaud)  Taiwan:18+  Turkey:15+ (DVD rating)  Turkey:18+ (original rating)  United 

Kingdom:18  United States:R (certificate #36420)  United Arab Emirates:15+ (DVD rating) 

Sex & Nudity 

Moderate 

Violence & Gore 

Severe 

Profanity 

Severe 

Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking 

Moderate 

Fighting & Intense Scenes 

Mild 

 

MPAA Rated R for strong violence, pervasive language, sexuality and drug content 
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